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la) When was your archives established:
ib) By whose authority:
ic) Reports to:
id) What happened prior to the date estab.lished:
2a) Do you have a mission statement: Yes - No
2b) If yes, when was it formulated : 	 Year _____
2c) Has it been changed since that date : Yes ____ No ____
3a) Do you have goals and objectives	 Yes - No -
(define goals and objectives)
3b) How often are the goals and objectives reviewed
never ________ annually __________ more frequently
3c) Are the goals and objectives evaluated : Yes - No -
If yes, how are they evaluated




5a) Do you have policies for the various aspects of your archives:
5b) Collection policy: Yes	 No -
-	 5c) Do you have a written policy: Yes 	 No -
d) Automation policy: Yes - No ____
e) Do you have a written policy: Yes 	 No
f) lJser policy: Yes	 No -
5g) Do you have a written policy: Yes 	 No_
5h) Other policies: Yes - No
j) Are they written policies: Yes_ No_
(e.g.) conservation, disaster planning, etc.)
6a) Are the mission statement, goals and objectives, and policies
communicated to staff: Yes - No_
6b) If yes, how is this done:
6c) How often: ___________________________________
7a) Are there regular staff meetings: Yes - No -
7b) If yes,describe the agendas:
lc) How often:
8a) Do you have procedures:




8c) Written : Yes	 No -
ad) For processing materials: Yes - No
Se) Written: Yes	 No ____
at) For retrieving materials: Yes ____ No
8g) Written: Yes 	 No




Sj) Scheduling destruction of records of no value:
Yes	 No
8k) Written: Yes - No
81) Other procedures: Yes 	 No -
8n) Written: Yes _____ No
9a) The number of staff: archivists _____ support
(specify designations/ titles)
9b) Do you have position descriptions: archivists _____ support
9c) Is there an evaluation for staff: Yes - No -
9d) If yes, describe it: ______________________________________




iQa) Is there a staff asociation or certified union for archivists:
(es. No__.
.Qb) Describe it, and its effect on the work environment:
100) Is there a staff association or certified union for support
staff: Yes - No
lQd) Decribe it, and its effect on the work environment: _______
4, la) Is there a training and development scheme: Yes - No -
,1b) For archivists - describe: ________________________________
c) For support staff - describe:
11) Is there support for development: Yes - No




12a) What is the total budget: _______________________
12b) How is it disbursed:
i) salaries: ____________




12d) How is it used: ________________________________
12e) Has the budget changed in the last five years: Yes
No
12f) How has it changed:________________________________________
12g) Do you think it will change in the next five years: Yes -
No
12h) How will it change: ___________________________________





13a) Could you tell me about access to your archives:
lJb) Do you keep visitor, telephone, and user statistics: Yes -
No
13c) Do you have any comments about trends in users:











la) When was your archives established: year
ib) By whose authority: l.library 2.other (explain)
APPENDIX: 2
1.
ic) Reports to: l.library 2.other (explain)	 ic)
id) What happened prior to the date established:	 id)
POLl CIES
2) Do you have policies for various aspects of your work?
2a) Collection policy: l.yes 2.no 3.written 4.not written
	 2a)
2b) Appraisal policy:	 2b)
2c) Conservation policy: 	 2c)
2d) Security policy: l.yes 2.no 3.written 4.not written	 2d)
2e) User policy:	 2e)
2ei)	 access: describe	 2ei)
2eii) visitor statistics
2eiii) telephone statistics
2eiv) letters of enquiry statistics
PROCEDURES
























4) Mission statement: l.yes 2.no 3.written 4.not written
4) coals and objectives:
i.yes 2.no 3.written 4.not written -
Reviewed: l.very often 2.annual].y 3.seldom
4.never 5.other 6.N/A
4d) Ivaluated: l.very often 2.annually 3.seldom
4.never 5.other 6.N/A
4e) Communicated to staff: ]..very often 2.annually
3.seldom 4.never 5.other 6.N/A
4f) Meetings with staff: l.very often 2. annually
3.seldom 4.never 5.other 6.N/A
4g Annual reports l.yes 2.no
4h) Position (job) descriptions
4hi)	 archivists: l..yes 2.no
4hii) how recent: year or N/A
4hiii) support: l.yes 2.no
4hiv) how recent: year or N/A
4i) Staff appraisals/evaluations:
4i-i) archivists l.yes 2.no








4i-iv) how often 1..ae required 2.annually 3.seldom	 4i-iv)
4.never 5.N/A
Staff associations:
4ji)	 archivists: 1.yes 2.no	 4ji)
4jii) support staff: l.yes 2.no 	 4jii)
4jiii) any comments: 	 4jiii)
4k) Number of archivists:	 4k)
4ki)	 titles:	 4ki)
41) Number of support staff:	 41)
41i)Titles:	 41i)
!RAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
5a) Do you have a scheme: l.yes 2.no
	 5a)
5ai)	 archivists: explain	 5ai)







6a) Total budget: pounds, dollars
6ai)	 from library: l.yes 2.no
6b) Other funding: l.yes 2.no
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6bi)	 from what sources:	 6bi)
6bii) how used:	 6bii)
	
6c) Budget changes - last five years: describe 	 6c)
	
4) Budget changes - next five years: describe 	 6d)
TRENDS
7a) Any comments regarding trends: describe 	 7a)
Thank you for your cooperation in answering these questions.
K FOR COPIES OF POLICIES, POSITION DESCRIPTIONS, ETC.
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-	 REVISED INTERVIEW FOBT (French)	 APPENDIX: 3
ENTREVUES SEMI-STRUCTURES
HISTORIQtIE
la) Quand vos archi,e g
 ont-elles été établies? Année	 la)
ib) Par queue autorité? l.bibliothèque
2.autre (expliquez) 	 ib)
].c) Rapports â: l.bibliothêque 2.autre (expliquez)
	
ic)
id) Que se passait-il auparavant? 	 ld)
POLITIOUES
2) Avez-vous des politiques pour différents aspects de
votre travail?
a) Politique de collecte l.Oui 2.Non 3.crite 	 2a)
4.Nori-écrite
2b) Politigue dévaluation: l.Oui 2.Non 3.crite 	 2b)
4. Non-écrite
2c) Politique de conservation: l.Oui 2.Non 3.Ecrite	 2c)
4. Non-écrite
2d) Politique de sécurité: l.Oui 2.Non 3.crite	 2d)
4. Non-écrite
2e) Policique d'utilisateur: l.Oui 2.Nort 3.Ecrite 	 2e)
4. Non-écrite
2ei) Accession (décrivez)	 2ei)
2eii) visiteurs statistiques	 2eii)
2eiii) téléphones statistiques 	 2eiii)






3) Avez-vous des procedures dans vos archives?
3a) Accession: l.Oui 2.Non 3.Ecrite 4.Non-écrite
3b) Traitement
3c) Récupération







ORGANIZATION , ADMINISTRATION, COMMUNICATION
4a) Enoncé de mission: l.Oui 2.Non 3.Ecrite 4.Non-écrite
4b) Buts et objectifs:
l.Oui 2.Non 3.Ecrite 4.Non-écrite
4c) Révigés: i..Très souvent 2.Annuellement 3.Parfois
4.Jaznais 5.Autre 6.Non disponible
4d) Evalués: l.Très souvent 2.Annuellement 3.Parfois
4.Jamais 5.Autre 6.Non disponible
4e) Communiqués au personnel:
l.Très souvent 2.Annuellement 3.Parfois 4.Jamais
5.Autre 6.Non disponible
4f) Rencontres avec le personnel:
1.Três souvent 2.Annuellement 3.Parfois 4.Jaxnais
5.Autre 6.Non disponible
4g) Rapports annuels: l.Oui 2.Non
4h) Descriptions de poste
hi)	 Archiviste: l.Oui 2.Non
hii)	 Depuis quand: année ou N/A








hiv)	 Depuis quand: année ou N/A 	 4h)(iv)
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4i) va].uations du personnel 	 APPEIx: 3
4i-i) Archiviste: l.Oui 2.Non
	 4i-i)
4i-ii) Fréquerice: 1.Tel que requis 2.Annuellement
	 4i-ii)
3.Rarement 4.Jamais 5.Non applicable
4i-iii)Adjoint: 1.Oui 2.Non 	 4i-iii)
4i-iv) Fréquence: 1.Tel que requis 2.Annuellentent	 4i-iv)
3.Rarement 4.Jamais 5.N/A
4j) Associations du personnel:
4ji)	 Archiviste: l.Oui 2.Non	 4ji)




4i) Nombre darchivisteg :	 4k)
4ki)	 Titres:	 4ki)
41) Nombre d'adjoints: 	 41)
4li)Titres:	 4li)
F9MATION
5a) Avez-vous un programme: L.Oui 2.Non
	 Sa)





5aii) Adjoints: expliquez	 Saii)
6a) Budgets totaux: en dollars ou en livres sterling
	 6a)
6ai)	 de la bibliothèque: 1.Oui 2.Non
	 6ai)
6b) Autre financement: l.Oui 2.Non
	 6b)
6bi)	 De queues sources:	 6bi)
6bii) tJtilisé a quelles fins:	 6bii)
6c) Décrivez les changements dans les budgets pendant
	 6c)
les 5 derniêres années
Gd) Décrivez les changements dane lee budgets pendant 	 6d)
lee 5 prochaines années
TENDANCES
7a) Commentaires concernant lee tendances:	 7a)
Merci de votre cooperation a répondre A ces questions.
DEMANDER UNE COPIE DES POLITIQtJES, DESCRIPTIONS DEMPLOI. ETC.
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APPENDIX: 4
LIST OF WRITTEN MATERIALS REQUESTED
Copies of Policies
1) Mission statement





















REVISED LIST OF WRITTEN MATERIALS REQUESTED
Copies of Policies
1) Mission statement





















REVISED LIST OF WRITTEN MATERIALS RZQQESTED (Frenci)
Copie des politicifleS
1) noncé de la mission



















CLIMATE SURVEY	 APPENDIX: 7
WORK ENVIRONMENT (CLIMATE) SURVEY
There are two parts to this survey and a brief section on general classification data.
PART I: - Work Environment (Climate): you will be asked to rate questions
concerning your work environment, the areas that work well and those that require
change
PART 11: - Unstructured comments: you will be asked for individual comments
on areas of strength and areas which require improvement and for specific issues
you feel are important and deserve a high priority.
If, while completing the survey, you wish to make furthet comments, this may be
done in the margins or on the back of the pages (maldng sure you identify the
item). These comments cannot be analyzed by a computer and the contents must
be individually examined. Please make your comments as concise and as legible
as possible.
Your answers to this survey will be entirely anonymous. The information you
provide will not be revealed in any way that would identify you, and only summary
results will be reported in the research.





This survey consists of perceptions of your work environment in the University.
Please read each statement carefully and indicate your response as follows:
1) Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree that the statement
coirectly reflects your present work situation as you see it. Place a tick
mark ____ in the space that most accurately reflects your perception by
choosing one of the five following response categories
Strongly	 Neither Agree	 Strongly
A gree	 Agree	 Nor Disagree	 Disagree	 Disaaree
If you are uncertain or both agree and disagree with the statement, tick
"Neither Agree Nor Disagree".
2) If the item needs improvement, indicate the amount of improvement
required for your work situation to be what it realistically ought to be. In
expressing your opinion, there are five choices possible:




Place a tick _____ in the space that most closely expresses your opinion.
Please mark both responses to each statement before going on to the next. In
making your judgements, your initial reaction is likely to be most accurate; if you
dwell too long on a particular statement, you may read more into it than is in-
tended.
You will also note that some statements appear to be similar. This is necessary in
order to establish a trend in your opinions on various aspects of the work situation.
If you want to write comments or explain or elaborate your responses, you may
use the margins or the back of the page (making sure to identify the item).
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REVISED CLIMATE StIRVEY (french)	 APPENDIX: 9
ÉTUDE STIR LE CLIMAT TIE TRAVAIL
L'étude se compose de deux parties et d'un relevé des
diverses classifications.
SECTION 1—Le milieu du travail (climat): On vous deinande
d'évaluer divers aspects de votre milieu de travail, ceux
qui sont satisfaisants et ceux otl vous avez identifié un
besoin d 'amelioration.
SECTION Il—Commentaires libres: On vous demande ici
d'amplifier au sujet des aspects positifs du milieu de
travail et au sujet des aspects qui, selon vous, auraient
besoin d'ainélioration. De plus, ii. vous sera demandé
d'éJ.aborer sur tout autre sujet important auquel, A votre
avis, l'on devrait s'adresser en prioritaire.
Si. vous désirez ajouter d'autres remarques, vous pouvez le
faire en empruntant l'espace adjacent A l'énoncé, ou le
verso de la page. (Assurez-vous bien de numéroter l'énoncé
en question). Ii est impossible de faire tine analyse de ces
cominentaires par inforniatique; us devront être étudiés
individuellement. En consequence, nous vous prions de les
inscrire de façon claire, concise, et lisible.
Vos réponses au questionnaire et vos conunentaires
demeureront anonymes. Nous pouvons vous assurer qu'aucune
des données fournies et qu'aucun de vos conunentaires ne
serviront A vous identifier. Seul Un compte-rendu des
résultats de l'étude paraltra au rapport.
Les instructions touchant la facori de remplir le




Cette etude est destinée a nous faire conxtaitre vos perceptions stir votre climat de travail
a l'urdversité. On vous demande de lire attentivexnent chaque énoxicé et de répondre
comme suit
1) Indiquez dans queUe mesure vous êtes d'accord ou en désaccord avec la situation
actuelle de travail. Cochez (/) l'espace qui décrit le xnieux la situation de votre
perception en choisissant une des cinq categories suivantes:
Entièrement	 Ni d'accord	 En désaccord
d'accord	 D'accord ni en désaccord	 En désaccord	 total
En cas d'incertitude de votre part, cochez alors la categorie "Ni ci'accord, ni en
- désaccord".
2) Si d'après vous la situation décrite a besoin d'amélioration, alors indiquez le
degré d'airtélioration nécessaire pour que votre climat de travail change d'une
maniBre réaliste. En donnant votre opinion, choisissez l'un des cinq choix
suivants:
Amelioration Amelioration Amelioration Amelioration 	 Aucune
considerable	 maieure	 movenrie	 rnineure	 Amelioration
Cochez (./) l'espace qui décrit le mieux votre opinion.
Assurez-vous que vous avez repondu aux deux jugements de chaque énortcé avant de
passer au suivant. fl est fort probable que La preuuere reponse qui vous viendra a
l'esprit sera la plus precise; en vous arrétant trop sur L'énoncé, vous risquez de lui
donner une signification qu'il n'a pas.
Certains énoncés vous sembleront avoir une signification semblable. Cette situation est
voulue auin de pouvoir établir la tendance de vos opinions sur divers aspects de votre
situation au travail.
Si vous voulez ajouter des remarques pour expliquer ou pour détailler vos jugexnertts,
vous pouvez le faire en vous servant de l'espace a coté de L'énoncé ou l'envers de la
page. (Assurez-vous bien de numéroter l'énoncé en question.)
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	 APPENDIX: 10 *
PART II - UNSTRUCTURED COMMENTS
This portion of the Survey is included to permit you to express your perceptions of areas of strengths
and areas which need improvement in the Aithivcs








3.	 If you can, list what you think are the probable causes (4 or less) of these problems:










* There were no changes made to Part II after the pilot project
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APPENDIX: 10





4.	 List what you think would be the possible solutions (4 or Less) to each of these
problems.















FOUR QUESTIONS (French) 	 APPENDIX: ii.
29
PARTIE U: COMMENTAIRES NON-STRUCTURES
Cette partie de I'étude est destinée a vous perrnettre d'exprimer vos perceptions des
points forts des Archives et des domaines que nécessitent des ameliorations.








3.	 Si possib'e, értumérez ce qui vous sernble être les causes probables (4 ou
moms) de ces problemes:

















4.	 Enuinérez ce que vous croyez être les solutions possibles (4 ou moms) a
chacun de ces problemes:



















Instructions: The information below is required for summarizing the
results of the survey. As mentioned previously, the survey results wl
be tabulated and the identity of individual respondents w.l! not e
revea 1 ed -
1. What is you present age (to the nearest birthday) _________
2. Indicate your sex: Male: - Female: -
3. Circle the highest number of years of education you have
attained
HiQh School University\Colle ge Graduate School
910111213	 1 2 34 5	 1. 2 3 4 5
4. Indicate the degrees, if any, you hold
5. What is your current salary group:
£1O,00.-15,000. £ló,000-20,000 £2i 3 OO0-5.O0Q £2&,000 & aoc,ve
7a) What is you current tit1:
7b How many years\months have you held tflis position
Years: _________ Months:
8. How many enployees do you directly supervise
None:	 Number:
9. Please give the title of other archival poitns.you have
and the length of time you held the positions:
a)title: ________________________________________-
length of time:
b ) tr tl e: ___________
length of time:_




REVISED CLASSIFICATION INFORTION (U.K.)
CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION
INSTRUCTIONS: The information below is reqi.iired for summarizing the results of the survey.
As mentioned previously, the survey results will be tabulated and the identity of individual
respondents will not be revealed.
1. What is your present age (to the nearest birthday)?
2. Indicate your sex: Male:	 Female:
3. Indicate the degrees, if any, you hold and the disciplines (e.g. history, English, etc.):
4. Indicate any archival training you have had:
5. What is your current salary group?
£10,000- 15,000	 £16,000- 20.000	 £21,000 - 25,000	 £26,000 & above
6. a) What is your current title?
b) How many years/months have you held this position?
Years: _________ Months:




REVISED CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION (Canada)
CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION
INSIRUCrIONS: The information below is required for swnmarizmg the results of the survey.
As iendoned previously, the survey results will be tabulated and the identity of individual
respondents will not be revealed.
1. What is your present age (to the nearest birthday)?
2. Indicate your sex: Male: 	 Female:
3. Indicate the degrees, if any, you hold and the disciplines (e.g. history, English. etc.):
4. Indicate any archival training you have had:
5. What is your current salary group?
$20,000.-30,000.	 S31,000.-40,000.	 S41,000.-50,000.	 551,000 + above
6. a) What is your current title?
b) How many years/months have you held this position?
Years: ________ Months:




REVISED CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION (French)
	 31
INFORMATIONS AUX FD-iS DE CLASSIFICATION
INS-rRUCrIONS: Les informations suivarttes serviront a résumer les résultats de
l'enquete. Tel que merthonrté auparavant, les résultats du sondage seront presentés
sous forme de tableau et les répondants ne seront pas identifies sur base individuelle.
1. Quel est votre age (a votre anrtiversaire le plus proche)?
2. Quel est votre sexe? Homrne:______ Femxne:______
3. S'il y a lieu, indiquez les diplôrnes que vous détenez et les disciplines (e.g.
histoire, anglais, etc.):
4. Indiquez, s'iI y a lieu, Ia formation que vous avez reçu en archivistique:
5. Quel est votre groupe salarial?
20000$a30000$ 31 000$a40000$ 41 OOOa5OOOO$ 51 000$ouplus
6. a) Quel le titre de votre poste actuel?
b) Depuis combien de temps occupez-vous ce paste?
Années:	 Mois:




CANADIAN POPULATION SURVEY LETTER (English)
September, 1991
Dear Collaagi.ia;
Currently I am working at the McGill University Archives. I am also
conducting research about college and university archives
in Canada and Great Britain at the School of Library, Archive and
Infoination Studies at University College London.
It would be very helpful if you could answer the questions below
and return this form to me as soon as possible in the enclosed
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
1) Do you have an archives: Yes ____ Mo -
(in either case, could you please return the form)
If yes, would you please answer the following questions:
2) Do you have an archivist: Full Time _____ Part Time _____
3) Size (approximate) of your total archival holdings (textual
materials) in linear feet or meters or other measure (please
specifyunit of measure): _________________
4) Size (approximate) of the holdings of your Institution's
administrative or related (for example staff and/or student papers)
records in linear feet or meters or other measure (please specify
unitof measure):______________________






CANADIAN POPULATION SURVEY LETTER (French)
le 7 octobre 1991
Cher(ère) coilégue,
Je travaille présentementau Service des archives de 1'Universit McGill.
Je in'occupe egalement d'un projet de recherche concernant les services
d'archives universitaires et collegiales du Canada et de 1'Angleterre,
a 1'Ecole de bibliothéconomie, des archives et des sciences de
l'inforinatiori du College universitaire de Londres.
J'apprécierais beaucoup que vous répondiez aux quelques questions ci-
aprés et me les retourniez clans l'enveloppe affranchie et pre-adressde
ci-jointe des que possible.
1) Avez-vous un service d'archives? Oui ____ Non ____
(Si non, veuil].ez quand méme me retourner le document.)
Si oui, veuillez répondre aux questions suivantes:
2) Y-a-t-il Un archiviste: plein temps ____ temps partiel ____
3) Dimension (approximative) du total de vos documents
archivistiques (écrits seulement) en pieds, en metres, ou
autre mesure linéaire (veuillez prdciser la mesure utilisée): ________
4) Dimension (approximative) des documents administratifs, ou
qui s'y rapportant, de votra inztituticn (par axeple, dosirS
d'étudiants et/ou d'einployds) en piecls, en metres, ou autre
mesure lindaire (veuillez préciser la mesure utilisée): 	 _____-
Je vous remercie de votre cooperation et vous prie d'agreer, cher(êre)





DETAILED RESULTS OF SURVEY
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MOST FAVOURED ASPECTS OF WORK	 APPENDIX: 21
UNITED KINGDOM - LARGE (n = 7)
2) (autonomy)1
being own master (UKL2)
freedom from supervision (UKL4)
freedom to experiment (UKL6)
1) (contact with researchers)
meeting and learning from research workers (UKL2)
engagement with wide and varied range of scholars
and endeavours (UXL3)
3) (collections)
subject matter of archives (tJXL4)
interesting and important collections (TJKL6)
variety of collections (TIKL7)
4) (work)
variety in position (U1(L2
variety of responsibilities (UKL7)
7) (historical context)
historical continuity (UKL5)
constant contact with the past (UXL3)
5) (working relationships)
harmonious and good working relations (UKL1)
relationship with colleagues (UKL4)
8) (physical surroundings)
physical surroundings, architecture, etc. (UKL5)
10) (unique answers)
univrsity context (UKL7)
general headings for similar responses are in brackets
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contribution to undergraduate teaching (UKL1)
rewards from bringing new recruits to the
profession (UKL1) bringing order to the disordered
(UKL3)
potential for improvement (UXL5)
good open-minded people (UKL6)
CANADIAN - LARGE (n = 7)
	
4)	 archival work (CL1)
interesting work (CL2)
	
1)	 contact with researchers (CL1)
meet interesting people (CL2)
contacts with users (CL6-FC)
	
3)	 important collections (CL5)
6) (administration)2
management service, development of plans and
programs (CL6-FC)
efficient management administration (CL7-FC)
9)(human relations)
human relations (CL7-FC)
10) contact with university administration (CL1)
records in own field of research (CL2)
dealing with people across campus (CL3)
generous time permitted to deal with outside
professional activities (CL3)
educational/training activities available within
2 general headings for similar responses are in brackets
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library (CL3)
completion of our guide and data base (CL4)3
potential (CL5)
opportunities (CL5)
managing information in records management (CL6-FC)
contacts which facilitate processing the records
(CL7-FC)
UNITED KINGDOM - MEDIUM (n = 7)
2) being in charge (UKM1)
being my own boss (UKM3)
1)	 individual contact with interesting users (tJKM1)
helping with research enquiries (UXM2)
assisting researchers (tJKM4)
responsibility of work towards researchers (UKN5)
opportunities to help researchers (tJKM6)
interesting range of contacts/readers and academics
(UKM7)
3) scope and content of the collections (UKM1)
the nature of the materials handled (tJKM6)
pleasure of dealing with original sources (tIKM7)
unique material (tJKM5)
working with the documents (UKM4)
building up good collections (UKM2)
8)	 pleasant work surroundings (UKM3)




5)	 congenial superiors (UXM3)
good working relation with immediate colleague
(TJLM7)
	
4)	 enormous variety of work (UKM5)
10) cataloguing (IJKM2)
the intellectual challenge of developing the
service (tJKM4)
opportunity to train and teach staff (UKM6)
CANADIAN - MEDIUM (n = 7)
2) department allowed much freedom in determining
tasks,	 setting standards, etc. (CM3)
able to do own planning and programming (M6)
able to hire who (I) want (CM6)
freedom to experiment (CN6)
working alone (CM7)
autonomy in decision-making (CM7)
self-directed work-flow (CM7)
4)	 work (CM1)
working with documentation (CM2)
meaningful work supporting community and institution
(CM3)
1) providing information on a timely basis (CM2)
openness to researchers (CM5)
6) planning (CM8-FC)
system development (CM8-FC)
7) preserving the institution's history (CM2)
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5)	 pleasures working with people towards common goal
(CM3)






spirit of cooperation (M5)
well organized, accessibility of material (CM5)
UNITED KINGDOM - VERY SMALL (n - 1)
7)	 the points of historical interest (UKVS) ((UXL))*
1) some	 interesting	 enquiries	 arise	 (UKVS)
((UXL, CL, UKM, CM))
10) satisfaction of knowing the material is available
for the future (UKVS)
CANADA - SMALL (n - 1)
2) good degree of independence (CS) ( (tJXL, UKM, CM))
10) Finnish specialty (CS)4
CANADA - VERY SMALL (n - 1)
3) materials (CVS) ( (UXL, UKM, CL))




1)	 people who use the material (CVS)	 ( (UKL, UKM,
CL))
	
4)	 the work process (CVS) ( (URL, 131cM, CL, CM))
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MOST SERIOUS PROBLEMS 	 1
1) LACK OF RESOURCES
1)UKL1-1-FINANCIAL CONSTRAINTS
2)UKL1-3-FUTURE UNCERTAINTY OF RESEARCH FUNDING IN THE UK
3)UKL4-3-LACK OF MONEY FOR ACQUISITIONS




8)CL5-1-RESTRICTEI) SPACE, STAFF AND RESOURCES
9)CL5-2-RESOURCES GEARED TO COLLECT AND STORE
10)UKM1-2-UNDER RESOURCED FINANCIALLY
11)UKM2-1-UNDER FUNDING




15)CMj.-1-NOT ENOUGH MONEY TO HIRE ENOUGH STAFF TO DO THE
WORK REQUIRED
16)CM5-3-FUNDING OF MATERIALS
17)CM6-2-LACX OF BUDGET FOR EVERYDAY PROCESS OF UNIVERSITY
RECORDS
2) ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES
1)TJKL5-3-LACK OF ASSURED ADMINISTRATIVE AND TECHNICAL BACK-
UP
2)UKL6-2-ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS
3)UKL7-3-LACK OF POLICY MAKING FORUM
4)CL3-1-LACK OF MANDATED AUTHORITY
5)CL3-2-LIMITATION OF BEING PLACED ADMINISTRATIVELY WITHIN
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THE LIBRARY	 2
6) CL3-3-R.EPORTING RELATIONSHIP TO SPECIAL COLLECTIONS HEAD
7)CL4-2-DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY BETWEEN CHURCH AND
UNIVERSITY
8)CL5-3-DECLINE IN ADMINISTRATIVE CONCERN AND RISE IN
PECUNIARY EXPECTATIONS OF PRIVATE DONORS
9)CL7-2-ABSENCE OF POLICIES RELATED TO ARCHIVAL INFORMATION
10)UKM2-3-INADEQUATE AVAILABILITY (LOCATION, HOURS, ETC.)
11)UKM7-1-LACK OF POLICY DEFINITION, GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
12) UKM7-3-DIFFERENT STANDARDS FROM LIBRARY IN MATTERS LIKE
SECURITY, PRESERVATION
13)CM3-1-WE ARE BECOMING MORE BUREAUCRATIC (ETC.)
14)CM3-2-WILL THE DEMAND FOR QUANTITY EVER ALLOW US TO GAIN





4)CL7-1-LACK OF HUMAN RESOURCES
5)tJKM1-3-LACK OF STAFF BACKUP
6)UKM3-1-LACK OF STAFF PREVENTS SUFFICIENT DELEGATION
7)CM2-3-STAFFING FOR MORE 'HANDS-ON' RECORDS MANAGEMENT
8)CM3-3-NEED FOR INCREASED STAFFING (ETC.)
9)CM5-'2-NEED FOR ONE EXTRA STAFF WHICH WE LOST LAST YEAR
10)CM6-3-LACK OF STAFF FOR ARCHIVES FUNCTIONS-TOO MUCH
GRANTS ADMINISTRATION
11)CN7-3-LOW IN STAFFING PRIORITIES (ETC.)
12)CM8-3-OBTAIN MORE STAFF
4)LACK OF SPACE
1)UKL2-1-APPROACHING USING UP OF STORAGE SPACE
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2)tJXL4-1—LACX OF SPACE FOR EXPANSION 	 3
3)UlcL5-2 —LOCATION OF THREE SEPARATE SITES
4)CL1-1—SPACE
5)UXM3-2—LACK OF STORAGE SPACE
6)IJKM6-1—PHYSICAL MANAGEMENT AND EXPANSION
7)UKM7-2—LACX OF SPACE
8)CM1-2—SPACE (SOOM TO BE REMEDIED)
9)CM2-1—PROPER ARCHIVAL FACILITY NEEDED
1O)CM6—l—LACK OF SPACE




2)UKM4-2 —CONSERVATION OF MODERN MEDIA (AUDIO, VIDEO,
MAGNETIC TAPE)
3)UKM6-3--CONSERVATION
4)CM2-2 —CONSERVATION RESOURCES REQUIRED
5)CM5-1—POOR CONSERVATION FACILITIES
6)RECORDS MANAGEMENT ISSUES
1)CL2-2—NO RECORDS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOR UNIVERSITY RECORDS
2)CL4-3 —NO RECORDS MANAGEMENT IN PARENT BODY
3)CL6-2—NOT PREOCCUPIED BY RECORDS MANAGEMENT
4)CM4-2 —NO RECORDS MANAGER
7) CATALOGUING/PROCESSING ISSUES
1) UKL4-2—LACK OF TIME FOR CATALOGUING
2)UKL5-1—VERY LITTLE CATALOGUING IS DONE AT PRESENT
3)CM4-1—INABILITY TO PROCESS MATERIALS
8)IMAGE ISSUES
1)CM1-3 —INSUFFICIENT UNDERSTANDING OF IMPORTANCE OF WHAT WE
DO
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2)CM7-2-LOW IN PRIORITY FOR GETTING ADEQUATE EQUIPMENT 4
3)CM8-1-MAXE OUR MANDATE KNOWN
9IUNIQUE ISSUES
1)UXL1-2-LACK OF USE OF COLLECTIONS BY ACADEMIC STAFF
2) UXL2-2-MOLD GROWTh IN STORAGE AREA
3)UXL2-3-DIMINUTION IN INTEREST IN HISTORICAL QUESTIONS
4)UKL3-1--DIFFICtJLTY OF SHOWING THAT TIME SPENT IS USED COST-
EFFECTIVELY
5)UKL3-2-ISSUE OF GIFTS VERSUS DEPOSIT
6) UKL3 -3-DEGREE OF SELECTIVITY NOW IMPOSED BY COST-EFFECTIVE
COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES
7)UXL6-3-POOR PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
8) CL2-3-LITTLE ENCOURAGEMENT TO COLLECT MATERIAL
9)CL6-1-THE USERS ARE NOT THE CENTRAL PRIORITY
10) UKM1-1-QUANTITY OF READERS AND ENQUIRERS MORE THAN STAFF
CAN HANDLE (ETC.)












1) LACK OF RESOURCES
1
1) UKL1-1
l.cuts in university funding
2.lack of proper arrangements of funding collections of
national importance
3.unrealistic measures of raising external income
4.blank
l.nationally targeted funding to centres of national
importance
2.a national fund for supporting the preservation of
significant collections
3.selective funding from UFC
4.blank
2)UXL1-3
l.redirection of funds from UFC to Research Council
2.lack of a Research Council in the humanities
3.lack of commitment in the humanities
4.blank
l.foundation of a Humanities Research Council
2.clearly articulated policy about funding of research
resources
3.agreed national policy on charging for access
4.blank
3) UKL4-3


















l.university under funding by government
2.lack of understanding of library colleagues




4.competition by other institutions for very limited
national resources
l.considerable increase in allocation from library budget















2.lack of understanding of archives needs
3.blank
4.blank






l.old mind set, warehouse mentality
2.chronic under funding creates a circle of poverty
3.conipetition in library is a filled field
4.predeterinined difference between library and archive





1.lack of clear path to change priorities
2.old mind set
3.chronic under funding
4.dysfunction of having archives in library, are essentially
and fundamentally different
1. establish independent archives: stand/fall on own
2.better "education" for archivists, rather than "training"






1.college's budgetary decisions do not prioritize archives
2.low profile of modern archives with college
3.lowly status of modern archivist - librarian has to fight
battles for her
4.blank
1.increase modern archives budget
2.take modern archives out from under library control
3.raise status of archivist in recognition of size of




2.low prestige of universities
3.no public sense of the importance of archives
4.blank
1.making it clear that you are doing an effective and useful










l.consideration of specially earmarked funding for
archives/mss or perhaps linked to library special





l.insensitivity of administration to the importance of
maintaining a good archive
2.lack of consultation
3.no recognized procedures for representation
4. personal diffidence
l.a regular "slot" in the committee
2.procedure which is the first tier of administration


















1.better funding of universities
2.better appreciation of the role of archives in university




1.lack of funding, don't blame the university if they had




1.the powers that be must be made to recognize the
importance of university archives, not just to the





l.university unaware of the informational and administrative
value of fiscal records
2.archives seen within library context, research and
teaching
3.archives a low priority within the library
4.university can't reach the rising costs of libraries and
archives
l.A disaster - court case would bring about recognition of
importance
2.FOI - proper ARC + ORCS - records management - all needed
3.a new archives act or university act
















l.confused administration of school
2.University of	 (school attached to University)
3.problem of prioritizing in time of crisis
4.too much stop and go from government
l.a more stable university policy by government
2.reorganization of school administration
3.reorganization of the University of London
4.blank
3)UKL7-3
l.no access to any archives committee
2.lack of interest/understanding by senior library
colleagues
3.is exclusion of library policy group because of
inappropriate grade of my post
4.blank
l.inclusion in library policy group
2.establishment of library committee in university









































1.neither records nor information conceived of as a whole
records function not perceived of as a whole
2.leads to "glut" "starvation" areas in the records
geography
3.money/technology/resources to the creators(of records),
nothing for the keepers
4.no awareness of financial "rights" creates undue
expectations
1.strong cooperation - institution collection mechanisms
awry




1.the complexity of archival information
2.lack of competent human resources in the archives
3.blank
4.blank
l.undertake studies for the adoption of a policy on the
subject





1.it is difficult for people to know where the archives are
2.catalogues not nationally or even widely available
3.inappropriateness and shortness of opening hours
4.blank
1.on-line computer catalogue using utility information









2.failure to appreciate necessary relationship with
administration
3.low profile of section
4.blank
l.more pressure to apply missing policies




l.lack of understanding of what service should involve










l.growth in size of university leads to bureaucratic
imperative
2.increasingly complicated regulatory environment
3.increased structure to techniques plus relationships
4.blank
1.no solution to bureaucratic increase but delegation down
helps
2.less timidity by senior management; they need to take
classes and acknowledge periodically things will go wrong
3.foster creativity and responsibility by individuals
working in university archives
4.prioritize bureaucratic tasks so you cover the basics but
don't acknowledge bureaucracy as an end in itself
l4)cN3-2
1.large mandate limited staffing
2.senior administration not always acknowledges value of
infrastructure whilst allocating resources to teaching and
research
3.sometimes our frustrations are generated internally as we
know the quality of work we could do - IF only others would
acknowledge the importance and provide funding
4.blank
1. increased staffing
2.lobbying of senior management to fully recognize/reward
quality as well as quantity
3."educate" teaching and research faculty so that as a group
they will fully acknowledge the vital role of support staff
4.archivists to recognize quality is sometimes a luxury when




3) LACK OF STAFF
1) UXL7-1
l.university underfunded by government
2.lack of understanding by library colleagues
3.inability of university system to shed staff and resulting
problem of inappropriate secondment to the department
4.blank
l.some increased central funding
2.employment of trainee job on limited budget
3.capture of external research, etc. funds
4.use of volunteers
2)CL1-2









1.not enough real interest in the archives by the library
administration




l.a better awareness of the value of the archives
2.desperately need more staff
3.desperately need more money
4.blanlc
4)CL7-1





l.increased money demands to match other departments





2.lack of will to commit extra funding to archives
3.other library staff are themselves too stretched to help
4.blank
l.appointment of extra staff
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2.low priority compared with academic departments
3.blank
4.blank
l.recognition by the university that justification for
additional staff should be judged on relevant criteria
2.delegate upwards in the absence of support staff
3.more efficient time management












and identification of universal archival
8)CN3-3
l.senior management not always acknowledging importance of
infrastructure
2.teaching and research group also not recognizing the
importance of infrastructure (staffing)
3.too often the perception that solutions found via
automation rather than people supported by automation
4.problem re electronic records - archivists not
sophisticated enough re computers/automation - being
overwhelmed by the size of the problem
l.keep importance of infrastructure high on university
agenda
2.build support within groups on and off campus so that
flows$'s flows to the university
3.supportive learning environment so archivists can catch up
on technology - (electronic records)
4.archivists building bridges so solutions may be jointly
arrived at - (electronic records)(old generations of archivists die off (myself included) and
new teccie generations take over)
9)CM5-2
l.lack of funding





1.the powers that be must be made to recognize the
importance of university archives, not just to the





1.reorganization of library around automation - archives
function irrelevant
2.priorities - teaching, research and information
3.professional schools get icing - archives lowest priority
for staffing
4.grants enable universities to ignore their own records
1.comparison to other universities
2.difficulties in implementing FOl
3.problems in access of records
4.grievances from support staff
11)cM7-3
1.attitudinal -library success measured in short-term





2.recognition from outside library of archives importance







3.competition with other services
4. blank
1.justify our needs
2.renew requests (to make another attempt)
3.hope
4.blank








1.better education of administration
2.reappraisal of deposited records
3.provision of additional storage
4.blank
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2) UKL4 -1
l.rate of expansion in recent years faster than library in
general





l.space allocation for publishers archives in projected arts
centre
2.controlled destruction of certain records to release space
3.microfilining or transfer to computer discs/tapes/CD-ROM's
of certain date in some collections
4.blank
3)UKL5-2
l.low priority given to archives by university in the past
2.necessity of accepting whatever was offered
3.blarik
4.blank














1. (as above) shortage of money
2.10w priority compared with other building requirements
3 .blank
4.blank
l.recognition that unlike librarians, archivists cannot
discard old/unused stock to make way for new accessions




l.lack of space for expansion
2.increased number of readers
3.pressure to take on more material
4.blank
l.an increase in library accommodation (expected)
490	
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l.general lack of library space
2.failure to identify continuing growth of archives
3.blank
4.blank
l.raise profile of archives directly with administration
2.establish records management procedure







l.better funding of universities (our space problems will be







2.institutional archives lost in the glamour and emphasis on
archives driven by academic research mandates
3 .blank
4.blank
1.wide-ranging examination of both university and provincial





l.lack of long-term planning for post-secondary education
2.library budget considered at the "back-end" of the
university budgeting process
3.space crunch on campus
4.other public services within the "libraries" higher
priority
1.records survey in hard numbers - report to lay out
options
2.cost benefits of records centre
3.FOI - justifies expenditures
4.governinent to give more capital money - five year budget




l.current economic crisis and lack of overall university
funds 2.lack of money for university to build facilities -
all departments suffer a space crisis
3.library space crisis









3.insufficient use to justify the effort
4 .blank
1.improving the storage and working environment





1.lack of technical expertise
2. difficulties in selection/appraisal
3.blank
4.blank
1.funding to acquire the expertise




1.deteriorating nature of some material
2.increasing use leading to strain on use of material
3.insufficient funds for binding
4.blank
l.setting up of a conservation unit (expected)




















1.the powers that be must be made to recognize the
importance of university archives, not just to the













by the library administration






l.no awareness of the importance of records management, and










1.too many historians in archives
2.not sufficient professional archival training
3.not enough interest in management
4.blank
l.pertinent professional training

















l.universities unwillingness to fund more staff
2.too many visitors and enquiries to be dealt with by
present staff
3.my procrastination in seeking external funds for staff
4 .blanlc
1.appoint more staff once funds raised
2.reduce number of visitors and enquiries by making charges





2.lack of established and acceptable "house style"
3.blank
4.blank
l.completion of work on other priorities
2.freeing of archivist from administrative tasks
3.appointment of third member of staff (assistant archivist)
4.more use of automation
3)CM4-1










l.it's about the nature of the work (but we have to keep
struggling for this)
2.we are not very good about our own PR
3.we think somehow that our work is saintly enough to speak
for itself (it is not - nothing is that good!)
4.blank
l.keep plugging away at explaining what we do and why it's
important. We must be creative about this and dump our
preoccupation about the dignity of archives. I don't mean we
should compromise our integrity - far from it ! But, we




We have to do this individually and collectively. Maybe we
should have a little less "navel gazing" at the national










2.recognition from outside library of archives importance





2.name of the service
3.misunderstanding of our role
4.blank
1.publicity





1.poor coordination between archivists and academics
2.unwillingness to be committed to directed research topics
3.lack of time due to pressures of teaching commitments
4.blank
l.more interaction with academic historians
2.securing earmarked funding for research based on
collections




l.poor design of air conditioning system
2.choice of basement for archives storage
3.blank 4.blank
l.modification of air conditioning system
2.replacement of air conditioning system













l.archive work rarely generates income
2.it is difficult to measure and evaluate
3.it pertains to the long rather than the short term
4.blank
1.income generation wherever possible









1.close collaboration with other agencies to ensure that





1.depositors are increasingly unlikely to withdraw











2.mechanical problems with air conditioning
3.blank
4.blank







1.not enough real interest in the archives by the library
administration









1.lack of professional training
2.lack of tools for users
3.absence of reference concept
4.blank






l.importance of our collections attract scholars world-wide
2.relative ease of access to collections
3.rio charges for use of archives






extra staff to invigilate, tackle clerical
11) tJKM4 -1
1.lack of funding for advanced research in the humanities
and social sciences
2.detailed publicity often needed
3.blank
4.blank
l.development of a funding base to support advanced research













l.no simple solution! Establishing the right contacts






2.lack of a recognized pattern of responsibility
3.lack of a job description
4.blank
l.a regular "slot" in the committee
2.procedure which is the first tier of administration
3.a recognized pattern of representation in the hierarchy
4.blank
14)UKM5-3
1.the ad hoc basis on which the job was devised
2.the lack of a committed senior
3.the possibility that the administration might just forget
that I exist
4.blank
l.a regular 'slot' in the committee
2.procedure which is the first tier of administration
3.a recognized patten of representation in the hierarchy






3.priority of immediate projects, difficulty of future long-
term (projects)
4.blank
1.better position in the decision-making process
2.convincing the administration
3.cooperating with other services





	LI' IJJ. .	 -z
ula4-3 UXL6-1 UKL7-2 TOT
xxx	 x	 8




















UXM1-2 UKM2-1	 ulcM3-3 UKM5-2 U1Q6-2 TOT
x	 x




m	 xx	 x,ccX.	 9
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Internal - under fnd'g






Lack of room for exp'n
Lack - trained staff
CL1-3
Blank	 xxx
Internal - under fnd'g x






Lack of room for exp'n
Lack - trained staff
Blank
Internal - under fnd'g






Lack of room for exp








Internal - under fnd'g x






Lack of room for exp'n
Lack - trained staff
2) Lack of Staff
UXL7-1 Total CL1-2 CL2-]. CL7-1 Total tJLM1-3 ULM3-1 Total
Blank	 x	 3.	 xxx x	 xxx 7	 x	 XX	 3
Internal
under fnd'g	 x	 1	 x	 3	 x	 x	 2
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rel'p	 x	 1	 x	 1	 X
Low priority/





Lack of room for exp'n
Lack - trained staff
CM2-3 CM3-3 CM5-2 CM6-3 CN7-3 CM8-3FC TOT
Blank	 xxx	 xx	 xxx x	 9
Internal - under fnd'g 	 xx	 x	 xxx	 6
External - under fnd'g
Lib/arch rel'p	 X
Lou priority/image	 x	 xx	 xx	 5
Lack of planning
Automation	 xx	 x	 3
Growth of archives
Lack of room for exp'n
Lack - trained staff
3) Lack of Space
UKL2-1 tJKL4-1	 UKL5-2 TOT
Blank	 xx	 xx	 xx	 6
Internal - under fnd'g
External - under fnd'g
Lib/arch rel'p
Low priority/image	 xx	 2
Lack of planning	 x	 1
Automation
Growth of archives	 x	 1
Lack of room for exptn x	 x	 2
Lack - trained staff
CL1-1 TOT	 UXM3-2 UXM6-1 T.IKM7-2 TOT
Blank	 xxx 3	 xx	 x	 xx	 5
Internal - under fnd'g 	 x	 1
External - under fnd'g
Lib/arch rel'p
Low priority/image	 x	 1
Lack of planning
Automation
Growth of archives	 x	 1	 xx	 x	 3
Lack of room for exp'n 	 x	 x	 2
Lack - trained staff
CM1-2	 C!12-1	 cM6-].	 cM7-1 TOT
Blank	 xxx	 xx	 5
Internal - under fnd'g x	 x	 xx	 4
External - under fnd'g






UKM2-3 tThC47-1	 TJ17-3	 TOT








Lack of room for exp'n












Internal - under fnd'g
External - under fnd'g
Lib/arch rel's
Low priority/image	 x	 x
Lack of planning	 XXX
Automation
Growth of archives
Lack of room for exp'n
Lack - trained staff
CL3-1 CL3-2 CL3-3 CL4-2 CL5-3 CL7-FC TOT
Blank	 mx xxxx xxxx xxx	 xx	 17
Internal - under fnd'g	 X	 1.
External - under fnd'g
Lib/arch rel's
Low priority/image	 xxx	 3
Lack of planning	 x	 1
Automation
Growth of archives	 x	 1
Lack of room for exp'n
Lack - trained staff	 X	 1
Blank
Internal - under Znd'g






Lack of room for exp'n
Lack - trained staff
Blank
Internal - under fnd'g






Lack of room for exp'n






tJKM2-1	 UKM3-3	 UKN5-2	 TJKM6-2	 TOT







CHARTS OF INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS
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UKL1-3	 UKL4-3	 UKL6-1	 TJKL7-2	 TOT
x	 xxx	 xxx	 x	 9
x	 x	 3






More internal f d's x














More internal f d's x














More internal fd's x












CL4-i.	 CL5-1	 CL5-2	 TOT
















































2) Lack of staff
UKL7-1	 TOT CL1-2
Blank	 xxx
More internal fd's x
	
2.


















































3) Lack of space
tJKL2-1	 UKL4-1	 UKL5-2	 TOT CL1-1	 TOT
B].ank	 x	 xxx	 5	 xx	 2
More internal fd's











More storage	 x	 x	 x	 3	 x
Reap. records	 x	 xx	 3
Automation
TJXM3-2	 tflU16-1	 UXM7-2	 TOT
Blank	 xx	 xx	 x	 5





Arch/lib rel's	 x	 1
Records mg't	 x	 x	 2
Strong FOX
Priority/image	 x	 x	 2
More staff	 x	 1
More storage	 x	 1
Reappraise records
Automation
cM1-2	 CM2-1	 CM6-1	 CM7-1	 TOT
Blank	 xxx	 xxx	 xxx	 9
More internal fd's x	 x	 x	 3














UIcL5-3	 UIcL6-2	 UXL7-3	 TOT
Blank	 xxx	 x	 x	 5
More internal fd's













CL3-1 CL3-2	 CL3-3	 CL4-2	 Ct5-3 CL7-2FC TOT
Blank	 xxx aoc	 xxx	 xxx	 xx	 xx	 16
More internal fd's
More external f d's
Charge for access
Planning/policies	 x	 x	 x	 3
Better educ/train.	 X








UKM2-3	 UKM7-1	 UXM7-3	 TOT cM3-].	 cM3-2 TOT
Blank	 xxx	 xx	 xxx	 8
More internal fd's
More external f d's
Charge for access





Priority/image	 x	 1	 x






CHARTS OF THE TWENTY-TWO DIMENSIONS FOR THE SIX COMPARISONS
22 DIMENS'ONS: W(L COMPARED WITH UlcM: PERCEPTIONS
Dimenion Rank Sum Rank Sum p-value p-value Institutions
(JKL	 U4	 (range)	 with more
(rt7)	 (n-7)	 favourable
52.5*	 52.5*	 response
WE	 67.0	 38.0	 0.0673	 .05-.10	 UKL
O	 67.0	 38.0	 0.0714	 .05-.10	 TJKL
P	 66.5	 38.5	 0.0798	 .05-.10	 (JKL
RB.	 65.5	 39.5	 0.1087	 .10-.20	 TJKL
DC	 65.0	 40.0	 0.1219	 .1O-.20	 UKL
OS	 64.0	 41.0	 0.1571	 .10-.20	 UKL
Pt	 63.5	 41.5	 0.1710	 .10-.20	 UKL
UC	 63.0	 42.0	 0.1958	 .10-.20	 UICL
SI	 60.0	 45.0	 0.3690	 > .20	 UKL
R	 59.5	 45.5	 0.&052	 > .20	 tIKL
OH	 59.0	 46.0	 0.4335	 > .20	 JKL
AT	 58.0	 47.0	 0.5206	 > .20	 UKL
B	 57.5	 47.5	 0.5551	 > .20	 tIKL
5?	 56.5	 48.5	 0.6518	 > .20 _____________
CI	 55.0	 50.0	 0.7943	 > .20	 (JKL
C	 50.0	 55.0	 0.7963	 > .20	 UKN
PR	 54.5	 50.5	 0.8444	 > .20	 (JKL
WC	 54.5	 J	 50.5	 0.8467	 > .20	 tJKL
IFC	 53.5	 I 51.5	 0.9488	 >.20	 JKL
RT	 51.5	 53.5	 0.9488	 >.20	 (3KM-
QS	 51.5	 53.5	 0.9489	 >.20	 0KM-.
IR	 53.0	 52.0	 [ 0.9999	 > .20	 UKL




22 DIMENSIONS: UKL COMPARED WIIH UKM: CHANGE
Dimension Rank Sum Rank Sum p-value p-value Institutions
UKL	 UKM	 (range)	 with more
(n=7)	 (n=7)	 favourable
52.5*	 52.5*	 response
DC	 38.5	 66.5	 0.0835	 .05-.10	 tJKL
t]C	 39.0	 66.0	 0.0916	 .05-.l0	 tJKL
B	 40.5	 64.5	 0.1307	 .l0-.20	 UKL
O	 41.0	 64.0	 0.1557	 .].0-.20	 UKL
RT	 42.0	 63.0	 0.1984	 .10-.20	 UKL
OS	 42.5	 62.5	 0.2228	 > .20	 UKL
DM	 43.0	 62.0	 0.2428	 > .20	 UKL
P1	 43.0	 62.0	 0.2433	 > . 20	 UKL
RR	 43.5	 61.5	 0.2748	 > .20	 UKL
WE	 45.5	 59.5	 0.3929	 > .20	 UKL
SI	 45.5	 59.5	 0.4010	 > .20	 UKL
QS	 46.0	 59.0	 0.4392	 > .20	 UKL
P	 46.5	 58.5	 0.4778	 > .20	 tJKL
CI	 46.5	 58.5	 0.4793	 > .20	 UKL
R	 47.0	 58.0	 0.5201	 > .20	 JKL
IFC	 47.5	 57.5	 0.5640	 > .20	 UKL
IP.	 48.0	 57.0	 0.6032	 > .20	 tJKL
SP	 48.5	 56.5	 0.6508	 > .20	 UKL
AT	 49.0	 56.0	 0.6989	 > .20	 UKL
wc	 56.0	 49.0	 0.6989	 > .20	 UKM'-
PR	 49.5	 55.5	 0.7475	 > .20	 UKL
C	 54.0	 51.0	 0.8978	 > .20	 UKM




22 DIMENSIONS: CL COMP?.RED WITHCM: PERCEPTIONS
Dimension Rank Sum Rank Sum p-value p-value Institutions





DC	 40.5	 79.5	 0.0807	 .05-.10	 CM
	
AT	 68.5	 51.5	 0.1604	 .10-.20	 CL
	
RR	 47.0	 73.0	 0.3142	 > .20	 CM
	
P	 65.0	 55.0	 0.3222	 > .20	 CL
	
WE	 47.5	 72.5	 0.3489	 > .20	 CM
	
SI	 47.5	 72.5	 0.3498	 > .20	 CM
	
QS	 50.0	 70.0	 0.5230	 > .20	 CM
	
SP	 61.0	 59.0	 0.5976	 > .20	 CL
	
P1	 60.0	 60.0	 0.6803	 > .20	 CL
	DM	 52.0	 68.0	 0.6814	 > .20	 CM
	
•IFC	 52.0	 68.0	 0.6846	 > .20	 CM
	
B	 53.0	 67.0	 0.7624	 > .20	 CM
	
OS	 53.0	 67.0	 0.7717	 > .20	 CM
	
RT	 54.0	 66.0	 0.8613	 > .20	 CM
	
PR	 57.5	 62.5	 0.9043	 > .20	 CL
	IR	 57.5	 62.5	 0.9046	 > .20	 CL
	
UC	 54.5	 65.5	 0.9059	 > .20	 CM
	
WC	 55.0	 65.0	 0.9532	 > .20	 CM
	
0	 55.0	 65.0	 0.9536	 > .20	 CM
	
R	 56.5	 63.5	 0.9999	 > .20	 CL
	C 	 56.5	 63.5	 0.9999	 > .20	 CL
	
CI	 56.5	 63.5	 0.9999	 > .20	 CL




22 DIMENSTONS: CL COMPARED WITH CM: CHANGE
Dimension Rank Sum Rank Sum Jp-vaiue p-value Institutions







RR	 77.5	 42.5	 0.0131	 < .05	 CM
WE	 74.0	 46.0	 0.0404	 < .05	 CM
DC	 70.0	 50.0	 0.1090	 .10-.20	 CM
DM	 68.5	 51.5	 0.1623	 .10-.20	 CM
SI	 68.0	 52.0	 0.1769	 .10-.20	 CM
IR	 67.0	 53.0	 0.2176	 > .20	 CM
QS	 67.0	 53.0	 0.2231	 > .20	 CM
PR	 65.5	 54.5	 0.2893	 > .20	 CM
R	 65.5	 54.5	 0.2933	 > .20	 CM
RT	 65.5	 54.5	 0.2933	 > .20	 CM
tiC	 64.0	 56.0	 0.3736	 > .20	 CM
O	 63.5	 56.5	 0.4141	 > .20	 CM
IFC	 62.5	 57.5	 0.4863	 > .20	 CM
SP	 62.0	 58.0	 0.5192	 > .20	 CM
OS	 61.5	 58.5	 0.5600	 > .20	 CM
B	 61.0	 59.0	 0.5834	 > .20	 CM
P1	 61.0	 59.0	 0.5938	 > .20	 CM
P	 53.5	 66.5	 0.8107	 > .20	 CL
CI	 58.5	 61.5	 0.8150	 > .20	 CM
AT	 57.5	 62.5	 0.9075	 > .20	 CM
WC	 56.0	 64.0	 0.9513	 > .20	 equal	
V
C	 57.0	 63.0	 0.9534	 ' .20	 CM




22 DIMENSONS: TJKL COMPARED WITH CL: PEPCEPTIONS
Dimension Rank Sum Rank Sum p-value p-value Institutions
UKL	 CL	 (range)	 with more
(n=7)	 (n-7)	 favourable
52.5*	 52.5*	 response
P	 38.5	 66.5	 0.0801	 .05-.1O	 CL
B	 39.0	 66.0	 0.0864	 .05-.1O	 CL
DC	 65.0	 40.0	 0.1223	 .10-.20	 UKL
PR	 41.5	 63.5	 0.1695	 .10-.20	 CL
0	 61.5	 43.5	 0.2726	 > .20	 UKL
AT	 43.5	 61.5	 0.2743	 > .20	 CL
UC	 60.5	 44.5	 0.3336	 > .20	 UKL
WC	 45.0	 60.0	 0.3684	 > .20	 CL
C	 46.5	 58.5	 0.4773	 > .20	 CL
RT	 47.5	 57.5	 0.5627	 .20	 CL
P1	 48.0	 57.0	 0.6016	 > .20	 CL
SP	 48.0	 57.0	 0.6069	 > .20	 CL
IFC	 57.0	 48.0	 0.6089	 > .20	 UKL
WE	 56.5	 48.5	 0.6500	 > .20	 UKL
QS	 56.5	 48.5	 0.6522	 > .20	 UKL
SI	 56.5	 48.5	 0.6526	 > .20	 UKL
IR	 49.0	 56.0	 0.6923	 > .20	 CL
DM	 55.5	 49.5	 0.1461	 > .20	 UKL
OS	 55.5	 49.5	 0.7481	 ? .20	 UKL
CI	 51.5	 53.5	 0.9475	 > .20	 CL
R	 52.0	 53.0	 0.9999	 > .20	 CL
RR	 52.0	 53.0	 0.9999	 > .20	 CL




22 DIMENSIONS: UKL COMPARED WITH CL: CHPNGE
Dimension Rank Sum Rank Sum p-value p-value Institutions
UKL	 CL	 (range)	 with more
(n=7)	 (n=7)	 favourable
52.5*	 52.5*	 response
WE	 35.5	 69.5	 0.0326	 < .05	 UKL
UC	 39.5	 65.5	 0.1079	 .l0-.20	 UKL
P1	 40.0	 65.0	 0.1223	 .10-.20	 UKL
O	 40.5	 64.5	 0.1382	 .].0-.20	 UKL
QS	 40.5	 64.5	 0.1382	 .l0-.20	 UKL
RT	 41.0	 64.0	 0.1571	 .10-.20	 UKL
IFC	 42.0	 63.0	 0.2013	 > .20	 UKL
SI	 43.0	 62.0	 0.2465	 > .20	 UKL
DM	 43.5	 61.5	 0.2721	 > .20	 UKL
P	 61.0	 44.0	 0.2991	 > .20	 CL
lB.	 44.0	 61.0	 0.3002	 > .20	 UKL
DC	 44.0	 61.0	 0.3024	 > .20	 UKL
OS	 45.5	 59.5	 0.4047	 > .20	 UKL
CI	 46.0	 59.0	 0.4408	 > .20	 UKL
B.	 47.5	 57.5	 0.5605	 > .20	 UKL
PR	 47.5	 57.5	 0.5614	 > .20	 UKL
RR	 48.0	 57.0	 0.6065	 > .20	 UKL
SP	 48.5	 56.5	 0.6522	 > .20	 UKL
3	 56.0	 49.0	 0.6708	 > .20	 CL
C	 55.0	 50.0	 0.7968	 > .20	 CL
AT	 52.5	 52.5	 0.9483	 > .20	 equal
WC	 51.5	 53.5	 0.9485	 > .20	 UKL




22 DIMENSIONS: tJKM COMPARED WITH CM: PERCEPTIONS
Dimension Rank Sum Rank Sum p-value p-value Institutions






B	 35.0	 85.0	 0.0151	 < .05	 CM
RR	 37.0	 83.0	 0.0298	 < .05	 CM
DC	 39.0	 81.0	 0.0540	 .05-.10	 CM
P	 41.0	 79.0	 0.0919	 .05-.l0	 CM
OS	 42.0	 78.0	 0.1166	 .10-.20	 CM
WE	 44.0	 76.0	 0.1598	 .10-.20	 CM
SI	 43.5	 76.5	 0.1630	 .10-.20	 CM
WC	 44.5	 75.5	 0.1969	 .10-.20	 CM
PR	 44.5	 75.5	 0.1990	 .l0-.20	 CM
DM	 47.0	 73.0	 0.3178	 > .20	 CM
R	 48.5	 71.5	 0.4171	 > .20	 CM
RT	 49.0	 71.0	 0.4495	 > .20	 CM
P1	 49.0	 71.0	 0.4499	 > .20	 CM
tiC	 49.5	 70.5	 0.4847	 > .20	 CM
CI	 51.0	 69.0	 0.5917	 > .20	 CM
O	 51.0	 69.0	 0.5999	 > .20	 CM
AT	 51.5	 68.5	 0.6364	 > .20	 CM
IR	 53.5	 66.5	 0.8147	 > .20	 CM
SP	 54.0	 66.0	 0.8607	 > .20	 CM
C	 54.5	 65.5	 0.9070	 > .20	 CM
QS	 54.5	 65.5	 0.9075	 > .20	 CM
IFC	 57.5	 62.5	 0.9076	 > .20	 tJKM




22 DIMENSIONS: UKM COMPARED WITH CM: CHANGE
Dimension Rank uxnT Rank Sum p-value p-value Institutions






DC	 75.5	 44.5	 0.0226	 < .05	 CM
RR	 72.0	 48.0	 0.0698	 .05-.10	 CM
B	 71.0	 49.0	 0.0887	 .05-.10	 CM
DM	 70.0	 50.0	 0.1146	 .10-20	 CM
OS	 67.5	 52.5	 0.2014	 > .20	 CM
RT	 67.0	 53.0	 0.2218	 > .20	 CM
SI	 65.5	 54.5	 0.2955	 > .20	 CM
SP	 64.5	 55.5	 0.3484	 > .20	 CM
QS	 63.5	 56.5	 0.4145	 > .20	 CM
P	 63.5	 56.5	 0.4162	 > .20	 CM
P.	 63.5	 56.5	 0.4171	 > .20	 CM
IR	 63.0	 57.0	 0.4466	 > .20	 CM
o	 63.0	 57.0	 0.4482	 > .20	 CM
AT	 63.0	 57.0	 0.4495	 > .20	 CM
WC	 50.0	 70.0	 0.5157	 > .20	 UKM
Pr	 61.5	 58.5	 0.5593	 > .20	 CM
PR	 60.0	 60.0	 0.6803	 > .20	 CM
WE	 60.0	 60.0	 0.6817	 > .20	 CM
IFC	 60.0	 60.0	 0.6849	 > .20	 CM
C	 59.5	 60.5	 0.7266	 > .20	 CM
UC	 59.0	 61.0	 0.7629	 > .20	 CM
CI	 57.0	 63.0	 0.9536	 > .20	 CM




22 DIMENSIONS: UK COMPARED WITH CN:_PERCEPTIONS
Dimension Rank Sum Rank Sum p-value p-value Institutions
Canadian	 U.K.	 (range)	 with more
(n=15)	 (n=14)	 favourable
225.0*	 210.0*	 response
B	 295.0	 140.0	 0.0019	 < .05	 Canadian
PR	 272.0	 163.0	 0.0396	 < .05	 Canadian
RR	 263.5	 171.5	 0.0943	 .05-.10	 Canadian
P	 262.5	 172.5	 0.1042	 .10-.20	 Canadian
WC	 258.5	 176.5	 0.1459	 .10-.20	 Canadian
AT	 250.0	 185.0	 0.2816	 > .20	 Canadian
RT	 248.5	 186.5	 0.3135	 > .20	 Canadian
Os	 241.5	 193.5	 0.4835	 > .20	 Canadian
O	 210.0	 225.0	 0.5238	 > .20	 U.K.
SI	 239.5	 195.5	 0.5382	 > .20	 Canadian
R	 239.0	 196.0	 0.5543	 > .20	 Canadian
P1	 238.5	 196.5	 0.5638	 > .20	 Canadian
IFC	 211.5	 223.5	 0.5692	 > .20	 U.K.
CI	 237.5	 197.5	 0.5938	 > .20	 Canadian
SP	 236.5	 198.5	 0.6290	 > .20	 Canadian
C	 236.0	 199.0	 0.6436	 > .20	 Canadian
IR	 234.5	 200.5	 0.6890	 > .20	 Canadian
DM	 231.5	 203.5	 0.7907	 > .20	 Canadian
WE	 231.0	 204.0	 0.8075	 > .20	 Canadian
UC	 221.5	 213.5	 0.8950	 > .20	 U.K.
DC	 227.5	 207.5	 0.9301	 > .20	 Canadian
QS	 225.5	 209.5	 0.9999	 > .20	 Canadian





22 DIMENSIONS UK COMPARED WITH CN: CHANGE
Dimension Rank Sum Rank Sum p-value p-value Institutions







B	 189.5	 245.5	 0.1141	 .10-.20	 Canadian
WE	 255.0	 180.0	 0.1919	 .10-.20	 U.K.
RR	 197.0	 238.0	 0.2264	 > .20	 Canadian
UC	 252.0	 183.0	 0.2397	 > .20	 U.K.
p	 198.0	 237.0	 0.2435	 > .20	 Canadian
WC	 238.0	 197.0	 0.5798	 > .20	 U.K.
O	 238.0	 197.0	 0.5826	 > .20	 U.K.
IFC	 237.5	 197.5	 0.5992	 > .20	 U.K.
AT	 213.0	 222.0	 0.6135	 > .20	 Canadian
CI	 237.0	 198.0	 0.6137	 > .20	 U.K.
C	 214.5	 220.5	 0.6607	 > .20	 Canadian
P1	 235.0	 200.0	 0.6743	 > .20	 U.K.
QS	 235.0	 200.0	 0.6774	 > .20	 U.K.
SP	 215.5	 219.5	 0.6916	 > .20	 Canadian
R	 217.0	 218.0	 0.7418	 > .20	 Canadian
DM	 218.5	 216.5	 0.7919	 > .20	 Canadian
SI	 230.0	 205.0	 0.8433	 > .20	 U.K.
IR	 229.5	 205.5	 0.8597	 > .20	 U.K.
DC	 221.0	 214.0	 0.8775	 > .20	 Canadian
OS	 221.0	 214.0	 0.8780	 > .20	 Canadian
PR	 225.0	 210.0	 0.9824	 > .20	 equal
RT	 225.0	 210.0	 0.9825 - > .20	 equal




22 DIMENSTONS: LL COMPARED WITH NtL:_PERCEPTIONS
Dimension Rank Sum	 Rank Sum	 p-value p-value Ir.it.t.ias
Library	 Non-library	 (range)	 with ncre
	( n=19)	 (n=l0)	 favjrabi
	
285.0*	 150.0*	 response
Os	 214.5	 220.5	 0.0013	 < .05	 Nzr-libraiy
tIC	 226.5	 208.5	 0.0073	 < .05	 l-1thrary
3	 229.0	 206.0	 0.0091	 < .05	 l4-1ibrazy
RT	 228.0	 207.0	 0.0092	 < .05	 Wxr-library
DC	 231.5	 203.5	 0.0145	 < .05	 n-1thrary
SP	 232.5	 202.5	 0.0163	 < .05	 Nzn-librazy
WE	 235.5	 199.5	 0.0225	 < .05	 N-i.ibrazy
p	 236.0	 199.0	 0.0251	 < .05	 N-1ibrary
O	 239.5	 195.5	 0.0375	 < .05	 n-1ibrazy
PR	 242.0	 193.0	 0.0480	 < .05	 N.n-1ibray
DM	 242.0	 193.0	 0.0481	 < .05	 &n-1ibrazy
P.R	 242.0	 193.0	 0.0491	 < .05	 n-1i1xazy
R	 245.5	 189.5	 0.0725	 .05-.10	 Nzn-]ibrazy
WC	 248.0	 187.0	 0.0908	 .05-.10	 l'x-library
QS	 250.5	 184.5	 0.1177	 .10-.20	 Na-1ibr&y
AT	 251.0	 184.0	 0.1217	 .10-.20	 Na-1ibraxy
IFC	 252.5	 182.5	 0.1405	 .10-.20 Ncn-library
SI	 253.0	 182.0	 0.1454	 .10-.20	 Nzn-library
C	 253.5	 181.5	 0.1510	 .10-.20	 i'b-librazy
CI	 254.5	 180.5	 0.1610	 .10-.20	 Nzn-libraLy
IR	 255.0	 180.0	 0.1679	 .10-.20	 Ni-lthrary
Pt	 273.5	 161.5	 0.6076	 > .20	 lb-lthrary 	 P7




22 DIMENSTONS: LL COMPARED WITH NLL: CHANGE
Dimension Rank Sum	 Rank Sum	 p-value p-value Instittti







B	 350.0	 85.0	 0.0022	 < .05	 Nm-library
OS	 338.0	 97.0	 0.0155	 < .05	 Nm-library
R	 329.5	 105.5	 0.0422	 < .05	 Ib-library
SI	 325.0	 110.0	 0.068].	 .05-.10	 Nn-]3ixazy
DM	 324.0	 111.0	 0.0751	 .05-.].O	 Nzn-library
P	 -	 322.5	 112.5	 0.0869	 .05-.10	 N3-library
DC	 320.0	 115.0	 0.1102	 .10-.20	 Isb-1ibrary
RR	 316.0	 119.0	 0.1584	 .10-.20	 -library
SP	 315.5	 119.5	 0.1646	 .10-.20	 1kxk-library
RT	 310.5	 124.5	 0.2492	 > .20	 '-library
QS	 309.0	 126.0	 0.2793	 > . 20	 r-1thrary
o	 306.0	 129.0	 0.3434	 > .20	 Nx-1ibrazy
PR	 305.5	 129.5	 0.3540	 > .20	 ?bi-librazy
C	 305.5	 129.5	 0.3560	 > .20	 N3-library
UC	 304.0	 131.0	 0.3882	 > .20	 Nzn-library
IFC	 302.5	 132.5	 0.4336	 > .20	 n-library
Pt	 296.5	 138.5	 0.6089	 > .20	 i-lilDrai:y
WC	 293.5	 141.5	 0.7095	 > .20	 Nn-library
AT	 290.5	 144.5	 0.8174	 > .20	 N:n-library
IR	 281.5	 153.5	 0.8891	 > .20	 Library
WE	 288.0	 147.0	 0.9074	 > .20	 Ncx-library
CI	 286.0	 149.0	 0.9816	 > .20	 .xt-library
* Expected rank sum if the two population distributions are
equal.
